OFA CANINE HEALTH INFORMATION CENTER

BARLOW'S HILDEGARDE LUNADOTTIR
registered name
GREAT DANE
breed
Perm ID 985112007204423
permanent id
CHIC#: 133560

REQUIRED TESTS
CARDIAC
PENNHIP HIPS
THYROID
EYES

OFA
GD-CA4843/23F/P-VPI 4/19/2018
PENNHIP
LDI= 23, RDI= .26
OFA
GD-TH3674/23F-VPI 4/19/2018
OFA
GD-EYE1716/25F-VPI 6/25/2018

HEATHER BARLOW
27757 HWY 62
TRAIL, OR 97541

G.G. KELLER, D.V.M., M.S., DACVR
CHIEF OF VETERINARY SERVICES

www.caninehealthinfo.org

ORTHOPEDIC FOUNDATION FOR ANIMALS, INC.

BARLOW'S HILDEGARDE LUNADOTTIR
registered name
GREAT DANE
breed
526393
film/tax/249
985112007204423
tattoo/microchip/DNA profile
1963251
application number
7/12/2018
date of report

WS53361506
registration no.
F
sex
4/30/2016
date of birth

G.D-EYE1716/25F-VPI
O.F.A. NUMBER
This number issued with the right to correct or revoke by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals.

RESULTS:
Based upon the exam dated 6/25/2018, this dog has been found to be free of significant observable inherited eye disease and has been issued an Eye Certification Registry Number which is valid for one year from the time of the exam. The following breeder option codes were noted:
B1: CARTILAGE ANOMALY/EVERSION
Breeder Options are clinical observations that may be inherited but do not represent current potential compromise of ocular comfort, vision or other ocular functions.
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